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ABSTRACT

CRISPR–Cas is an anti-viral mechanism of prokary-
otes that has been widely adopted for genome
editing. To make CRISPR–Cas genome editing
more controllable and safer to use, anti-CRISPR
proteins have been recently exploited to pre-
vent excessive/prolonged Cas nuclease cleav-
age. Anti-CRISPR (Acr) proteins are encoded by
(pro)phages/(pro)viruses, and have the ability to in-
hibit their host’s CRISPR–Cas systems. We have built
an online database AcrDB (http://bcb.unl.edu/AcrDB)
by scanning ∼19 000 genomes of prokaryotes and
viruses with AcrFinder, a recently developed Acr-
Aca (Acr-associated regulator) operon prediction
program. Proteins in Acr-Aca operons were fur-
ther processed by two machine learning-based pro-
grams (AcRanker and PaCRISPR) to obtain numer-
ical scores/ranks. Compared to other anti-CRISPR
databases, AcrDB has the following unique features:
(i) It is a genome-scale database with the largest col-
lection of data (39 799 Acr-Aca operons containing
Aca or Acr homologs); (ii) It offers a user-friendly
web interface with various functions for browsing,
graphically viewing, searching, and batch download-
ing Acr-Aca operons; (iii) It focuses on the genomic
context of Acr and Aca candidates instead of indi-
vidual Acr protein family and (iv) It collects data with
three independent programs each having a unique
data mining algorithm for cross validation. AcrDB will

be a valuable resource to the anti-CRISPR research
community.

INTRODUCTION

Prokaryotes (bacteria and archaea) are constantly attacked
by viruses (1). According to the red queen hypothesis,
prokaryotes and their viruses have been under endless arms
race for billions of years (2). To avoid viral infections,
prokaryotes have evolved an arsenal of anti-viral defense
mechanisms (3) encoded in their genomes, e.g., restriction–
modification (RM) systems, CRISPR–Cas systems and
toxin–antitoxin (TA) systems (4,5). To overcome these de-
fense systems, viruses have developed anti–anti-viral (or
anti-defense) strategies (6), among which anti-CRISPRs
specifically inhibit CRISPR–Cas systems of their hosts (7).

In addition, the current CRISPR–Cas genome edit-
ing tools, which are widely employed in numerous re-
search labs and companies worldwide, are not perfectly
safe to use in humans (8,9). As the naturally occurring in-
hibitors of CRISPR–Cas, anti-CRISPRs have a great ap-
plication in the development of safer and more control-
lable CRISPR–Cas genome editing tools. Since 2017, over
15 cases have already been published to apply Acrs to finely
control CRISPR–Cas gene editing, gene regulation, epige-
netic modification, DNA imaging, and gene drive (recently
reviewed in (10)). It is certain that more Acr applications
will happen with acceleratingly more Acrs being discovered.

Anti-CRISPR (Acr) proteins were first discovered in 2013
in Pseudomonas phages and prophages (11). Acr encod-
ing genes often form operons with putative transcription
regulator genes that encode Acr-associated (Aca) proteins
(12,13). Since 2013, 65 experimentally characterized Acr
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proteins (43 since 2018 and 18 already in 2020) have been
published, and most of them had been identified with the
help of bioinformatics (7,14,15). Notably, very little se-
quence similarity is found between characterized Acrs, and
most of them do not have any conserved Pfam domains and
have no homology to known proteins. Given that CRISPR–
Cas is so broadly distributed in prokaryotes (16) and the ge-
nomic diversity of their viruses is astronomically high (17),
it is believed that the 65 experimentally characterized anti-
CRISPRs only represent the tiny tip of an iceberg of the pos-
sible anti-CRISPR diversity in nature (7,12,18). This means
that more Acr subtypes are waiting to be discovered in var-
ious taxonomic groups, and more advanced computational
approaches are needed other than the classical sequence
homology-based approach.

Bioinformatics prescreening genomes has been a criti-
cal step in characterization of new anti-CRISPRs (7,14,15).
However, compared to experimental studies, relatively fewer
bioinformatics tool development has been published for
anti-CRISPR research. Table 1 lists all bioinformatics re-
sources that are currently online, among which two are
databases for experimentally characterized Acrs and their
homologs (19,20), and one (21) is a database for Acrs pre-
dicted with machine learning.

Additionally, in the year 2020, four
standalone/webserver bioinformatics tools become avail-
able for automated Acr discovery (Table 1). Three of these
tools were developed by authors of this paper: AcrFinder
(22), AcRanker (23) and PaCRISPR (24). AcrFinder
implemented a bioinformatics pipeline that was reported
in (25), where we developed a bioinformatics pipeline
to identify genomic operons containing Acr homologs
and/or Aca homologs by combining three computational
approaches: homology, GBA (guilt-by-association), and
STS (self-targeting spacer) (26). AcRanker uses amino
acid compositions of known Acr and non-Acr proteins
to train an Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) rank-
ing algorithm to rank putative Acr proteins in a given
test proteome, and has been used to assist experimental
discovery of novel Acr proteins (23). PaCRISPR builds
position-specific scoring matrices (PSSMs) to capture
evolutionary features in Acr alignments, and then trains
a support vector machine (SVM) for Acr classification
(24). All these three recent tools have their strengths and
weaknesses, and we were motivated to combine predictions
from three independent tools to create a comprehensive
Acr-Aca operon database with a user-friendly website.

Briefly, combining AcrFinder (22), AcRanker (23), and
PaCRISPR (24), we have performed a large-scale bioinfor-
matics data mining for putative Acr-Aca operons in all se-
quenced genomes of bacteria, archaea, and their viruses.
As a result, a new pre-computed Acr-Aca operon database
AcrDB was developed. As described in our previous papers
(22) and (25), putative Acr-Aca operons are defined as ge-
nomic loci meeting the following criteria: (i) all genes on the
same strand (running in the same direction); (ii) all inter-
genic distance <150 bp; (iii) all genes encode proteins <200
aa; (iv) at least one gene homologous to known Acr or Aca
proteins.

The only three published online Acr databases (Table
1) include: anti-CRISPRDB (19), CRISPRminer (20), and

AcrCatalog (21). Anti-CRISPRDB and CRISPRminer fo-
cus on experimentally characterized Acr proteins and their
homologs. AcrCatalog provides predicted Acrs by using
a decision tree-based machine learning algorithm but has
very minimum web utilities.

DATA COLLECTION

We have scanned 15 203 complete bacterial genomes, 961
(complete and draft) archaeal genomes and 2658 complete
prokaryotic viral genomes of the NCBI RefSeq database
to identify potential Acrs and their associated operons.
Here ‘draft’ means the genomes contain contigs or scaffolds
with gaps, while ‘complete’ means the genomes are fully
assembled into chromosomes without gaps. The scanning
process (Figure 1) was started by running our standalone
AcrFinder (https://github.com/HaidYi/acrfinder) program
on all the genomes, followed by running AcRanker on
genomes containing predicted Acr-Aca operons. We have
also run PaCRISPR only on proteins in AcrFinder pre-
dicted Acr-Aca operons, as PaCRISPR is much slower than
AcrFinder and AcRanker and not suitable for genome-scale
Acr predictions. In other words, data in AcrDB were pri-
marily generated by AcrFinder, but were further scored and
ranked by AcRanker and PaCRISPR.

The detailed algorithm and methodology of the three
tools, as well as their prediction evaluation results have been
described in our previous papers (22–25). Briefly, AcrFinder
integrates a multi-step genome processing pipeline, which
includes identifications of CRISPR–Cas loci, self-targeting
spacers (STSs) (27), Acr and Aca homologs, Acr-Aca oper-
ons, prophages, and examination of gene neighborhood
of these genetic elements (Figure 1). According to the
presence/absence of STSs and the proximity to STSs in
the genome, Acr-Aca operons are also classified into three
groups: high (presence of STSs nearby), medium (presence
of STSs but not nearby), or low confidence (absence of STSs
in the genome) groups (22). After the AcrFinder step, 419,
5850 and 2044 genomes of archaea, bacteria and viruses,
respectively, were found to have Acr-Aca operons each con-
taining at least one Acr homolog or Aca homolog. For these
genomes, two AcRanker runs were made (Figure 1): one to
rank all the proteins in the genome (i.e. the complete pro-
teome), while the other only to rank all the prophage pro-
teins in the genome (a subset of the proteome). The top
10% ranked proteins in the two runs were then intersected
with the Acr-Aca operons from AcrFinder. Acr-Aca oper-
ons containing top 10% ranked proteins are considered to
be more confident candidates according to the AcRanker
paper (23). Meanwhile, after the AcrFinder step, all the 57
879 proteins (unique IDs) of the predicted Acr-Aca operons
were processed by PaCRISPR to receive a prediction score
(Figure 1) and those with a score >0.5 were considered as
more confident candidates according to the PaCRISPR pa-
per (24).

DATABASE CONTENT

As shown in Table 2, Acr-Aca operons with homologs of
known Acr proteins are found in only a small percentage of
genomes: 2.8% (27/961) Archaea, 7.4% Bacteria and 3.4%
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Table 1. Online bioinformatics tools for Acr research

Name (ref.) Year Resource provided Features

Anti-CRISPRDB (19) 2018 Database Experimentally characterized Acrs and their homologs and
BLAST search

CRISPRminer (20) 2018 Database Experimentally characterized Acrs and their homologs and
genomic context

Acr nomenclature (14) 2018 Google spreadsheets Experimentally characterized Acrs and Acas nomenclature
Self-Targeting Spacer
Searcher (27)

2018 Standalone package Workflow for self-targeting spacer identification

AcrCatalog (21) 2020 Database and model code Predicted Acrs from decision tree ML classifier + heuristic
filtering

AcRanker (23) 2020 Web server and standalone
package

XGBoost classifier using AA biases

AcrFinder (22) 2020 Web server and standalone
package

Workflow combining Homology + GBA + self-targeting and
user-friendly website

PaCRISPR (24) 2020 Web server SVM classifier using PSSMs to capture evolutionary features
AcrDetector (29) 2020 Model code Decision tree classifier using six sequence features

Figure 1. Overview of data collection for AcrDB. Genomes of A (Archaea), B (Bacteria), and V (Viruses) are used as input for AcrFinder. Within AcrFinder,
Acr homologs, Aca homologs, CRISPR–Cas loci, self-targeting spacers (STSs) and their targets (red diamonds) are identified. Acr and Aca homologs are
analyzed to see if they form operons, if they are adjacent to or within a prophage region and/or to an STS target. Genomes with AcrFinder result are
further analyzed by AcRanker to receive a rank and score, by PaCRISPR to receive a score, and lastly to locate the top ranked proteins in Acr-Aca operons.

Viruses. This is expected as most known Acr proteins tend
to have very few homologs in the public databases. These
percentages, however, are much higher for Acr-Aca oper-
ons with Aca homologs (all confidence levels, defined in
(22)): 43.5% (418/961) Archaea, 33.0% Bacteria and 76.9%
Viruses, consistent with the fact that Aca proteins are much
more conserved than Acr proteins. Furthermore, although
genomes without CRISPR self-targeting spacers (STSs) can
also have anti-CRISPRs (25), genomes with STSs are more
likely to encode Acrs to avoid autoimmunity. When only
considering operons found in genomes with STSs, as only
a small number of genomes have STSs, a much lower per-
centage of genomes is found to have both STSs and Acr-
Aca operons (high and medium confidence levels): 8.8%
(85/961) Archaea and 7.2% Bacteria.

As mentioned above, proteins were also ranked/scored
by AcRanker and PaCRISPR (Figure 1) in terms of the
likelihood of sharing similar amino acid compositions or
sharing sequence profiles with known Acr proteins. When
counting Acr-Aca operons encoding at least one protein
ranked in the top 10% of all the proteins of the genome,
30.5% (293/961) archaeal, 31.3% bacterial and 50.0% of vi-
ral genomes remained to have Acr-Aca operons. Applying
all the conditions (with Aca homologs in the operon, with
STSs in the genome, and with proteins ranked in the top
10% by AcRanker) as the filters found only 75 and 2565 Acr-

Aca operons from 67 (7.0%) and 1045 (6.9%) genomes of
Archaea and Bacteria, respectively. Similarly, when count-
ing Acr-Aca operons encoding at least one protein with
PaCRISPR score >0.5, 25.7% (247/961) archaeal, 18.4%
bacterial and 58.0% of viral genomes remained to have Acr-
Aca operons. Applying all the conditions (with Aca ho-
mologs in the operon, with STSs in the genome, and with
proteins scored >0.5 by PaCRISPR) as the filters found
only 64 and 1869 Acr-Aca operons from 53 (5.5%) and 796
(5.2%) genomes of Archaea and Bacteria, respectively.

Altogether AcrFinder identified 1481 (Archaea) + 31
683 (Bacteria) + 4125 (Viruses) = 37 289 Acr-Aca oper-
ons (Table 1 and Figure 2A). These operons include 25,353
(68.0%) operons that are from genomes with STSs, or con-
tain at least one protein meeting the rank/score thresh-
olds of AcRanker and PaCRISPR (Figure 2A). Operons
in the intersection of the three circles (STS, AcRanker and
PaCRISPR) in Figure 2A only make up a very small per-
centage (1458/37 289 = 3.9%) of operons, but obviously
represent the most confident predictions (Supplementary
Table S1) in AcrDB. The taxonomy distribution of Acr-Aca
operons of different confidence levels indicates that anti-
CRISPRs are widely distributed in 41 phyla of prokary-
otes and viruses (Figure 2B and Supplementary Table S2).
Specifically, Acr-Aca operons with Acr homologs are found
in 12 phyla (first column of Figure 2B), Acr-Aca operons
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Table 2. Statistics of data in AcrDB

# of Genomes, genera and Acr-Aca operons Archaea Bacteria Viruses

Total genomes searched 961 15,203 2,659
Genomes (genera) with Acr homologs in Acr-Aca operonsb 27 (2) 1127 (97) 91(20)
Genomes (genera) with Aca homologs in Acr-Aca operons 418 (94) 5014 (603) 2043 (424)

Acr-Aca operons of high, medium, and low confidence levels 1481 31 683 4125
Genomes (genera) with Aca homologs in Acr-Aca operons and STSs 85 (36) 1101 (244) NAa

Acr-Aca operons of high and medium confidence levels 361 7,889 NAa

Genomes (genera) with Aca homologs in Acr-Aca operons and candidate Acrs
ranked in 10% by AcrRanker

293 (79) 4753 (609) 1330 (314)

Acr-Aca operons of high, medium, and low confidence levels 634 17 208 1,857
Genomes (genera) with Aca homologs in Acr-Aca operons and STSs and
candidate Acrs ranked in 10% by AcrRanker

67 (29) 1045 (236) NAa

Acr-Aca operons of high and medium confidence levels 75 2,565 NAa

Genomes (genera) with Aca homologs in Acr-Aca operons and candidate Acrs
verified by PaCRISPR (score > 0.5)

247 (59) 2799 (446) 1542 (330)

Acr-Aca operons of high, medium, and low confidence levels 359 5,706 2455
Genomes (genera) with Aca homologs in Acr-Aca operons and STSs and
candidate Acrs verified by PaCRISPR (score > 0.5)

53 (25) 796 (185) NAa

Acr-Aca operons of high and medium confidence levels 64 1869 NAa

aNA because viruses were not analyzed for the presence of CRISPR–Cas and STSs.
bThese include single gene operon (i.e. only the Acr homolog).

A B

Figure 2. Overview of Acr-Aca operons in AcrDB. (A) Venn diagram of the three circles (STS, AcRanker, PaCRISPR) within the AcrFinder circle (37 289
operons containing Aca homologs). (B). Heatmap of the taxonomy distribution of Acr-Aca operons meeting different criteria. Each row is a taxonomic
phylum (V: Virus, B: Bacteria, A: Archaea). There are eight columns: 1. Acr-Aca operons containing Acr homologs; 2. Acr-Aca operons containing Aca
homologs; 3. Acr-Aca operons containing Aca homologs and in genomes with STSs; 4. Acr-Aca operons containing Aca homologs and candidate Acrs
ranked in top 10% by AcrRanker; 5. Acr-Aca operons containing Aca homologs and candidate Acrs scored by PaCRISPR >0.5; 6. Acr-Aca operons
containing Aca homologs and candidate Acrs scored by PaCRISPR >0.5 and in genomes with STSs; 7. Acr-Aca operons containing Aca homologs and
candidate Acrs ranked in top 10% by AcrRanker and in genomes with STSs; 8. Acr-Aca operons containing Aca homologs and candidate Acrs scored by
PaCRISPR >0.5 and ranked in top 10% by AcrRanker and in genomes with STSs.

with Aca homologs are found in 41 phyla (second column
of Figure 2B), and even the most accurate Acr-Aca operons
in the intersection of STS, AcRanker and PaCRISPR are
also found in 17 phyla (eighth column of Figure 2B). The
taxonomy distribution of Acr-Aca operons at the class level
is available in Supplementary Figure S1 and Supplementary
Table S3.

WEB DESIGN

AcrDB is powered by PHP+MySQL+Apache2+JavaScript.
The web interface provides access to all the pre-computed
data that were collected for Acr-Aca operons from 419,
5850 and 2044 genomes of Archaea, Bacteria, and Viruses,
respectively. To browse the data (Figure 3A), users have
three options:
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Figure 3. Screenshots of AcrDB website to demonstrate its utilities. (A) Browse page allows three options to enter the database. The default is entry by
CRISPR Cas Type. One can also click on Taxonomy for browsing by the NCBI Taxonomy tree, and click on Search to type in keywords and search
different data fields. (B) Result page has different components to better organize the genome-specific results. Example screenshots shown here are taken
from this URL: http://bcb.unl.edu/AcrDB/anti crispr results.php?type=ncbi&organism=GCF 000569075.1. (B1) shows the default tabular view, where a
large table is displayed. The table has 23 columns and one can use mouse to move to other parts of the table. The bottom of the result page also shows
a CRISPRCasFinder summary Table. B2.1 and B2.2 are on the same page and can be seen by clicking on Graphic view in B1. (B2.1) shows the graphic
global view of the genome in a circular representation. Different features are shown as different shapes, and the size of shapes do not indicate their real
size in the genome: the Acr-Aca operon positions (as arrows), the STS (purple ovals) and their target positions (yellow green ovals) connected with blue
arcs, and the Cas loci positions (pink squares). The green dotted lines point from these Acr-Aca operons (arrows) to their corresponding local view (B2.2)
or Jbrowse view (B3). In B2.2, each Acr-Aca operon is shown with component genes (directional arrows) together with a ruler to indicate its position in
the genome. CRISPR–Cas arrays are shown if they contain an STS and have an adjacent Cas locus (<10 kb). The size of the CRISPR array and Cas loci
is proportional to their real lengths.
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(i) By CRISPR–Cas types. This is for Bacteria and Ar-
chaea only. According to AcrFinder, Acr-Aca operons
of prokaryotes must be from genomes with complete
CRISPR–Cas systems (levels 3 and 4 of CRISPRCas-
Finder (28)). Therefore, CRISPR–Cas types of the
genome were assigned to the Acr-Aca operons (see
(22)).

(ii) By Taxonomy. This is for Bacteria, Archaea and
Viruses. Taxonomy lineages of all the genomes was re-
trieved from NCBI Taxonomy database.

(iii) By Keyword search. This is for Bacteria, Archaea, and
Viruses. Different query fields (e.g. RefSeq GCF ID or
species name) are allowed to change and search. The
input query can be autocompleted while the user is typ-
ing.

The result page contains three pieces (Figure 3B1) of
data from AcrFinder: guilt-by-association (GBA) result
(operons containing Aca homologs), homology based re-
sult (operons containing Acr homologs), and CRISPRCas-
Finder result (to infer subtypes for Acr-Aca operons, and
to identify STSs within AcrFinder pipeline, see (22)). The
GBA data has been further organized to have three differ-
ent views for better presentation:

(i) Tabular view (Figure 3B1) provides a table with 23
columns including various information of the iden-
tified operons. Pre-computed data are gathered with
different tools and organized for biologists to quickly
look for interested targets, such as protein sequence,
sequence length, isoelectric point, Aca HTH domain
match, PaCRISPR score (bold if >0.5), AcRanker
rank/score (bold if score > –5), phage protein ho-
mologs, proximity to STSs, and taxonomy lineages.

(ii) Graphic view (Figure 3B2) is designed only for Bacte-
ria, because all bacterial genomes are completely as-
sembled. Two component graphs are provided, one for
a global view of the entire genome (shown as a circle
as most bacterial genomes are circular (Figure 3B2.1)),
and the other for a local view of Acr-Aca operons and
CRISPR–Cas loci in a linear representation (Figure
3B2.2). For the global view, in the circular genome,
various important sites/loci are indicated as differ-
ent shapes (size not proportional to the real base pair
length). It should be mentioned that a genome can con-
tain multiple CRISPR–Cas loci and genomes do not
contain STS are not shown in this global view. For the
local view, in each Acr-Aca operon, each arrow rep-
resents a gene, and the arrow direction represents the
strand, and the size of arrows is proportional to the real
length of the gene. The CRISPR–Cas loci that contain
self-targeting spacers (STSs) are also shown in this lo-
cal view. To find the CRISPR array and Cas locus pair,
the CRISPR array that contains STSs is located first,
then look for neighboring Cas loci. If the distance be-
tween the CRISPR array and the neighboring Cas lo-
cus is larger than 10 kb, we do not show them.

(iii) Jbrowse view (Figure 3B3) shows the genomic context
of each Acr-Aca operon. Unlike the static global and
local views, the Jbrowse view is dynamic, meaning one
can use the menu and navigation icons of Jbrowse to
zoom in or out and move the window to either direc-

tions. Nucleotide sequence of each gene and other Ref-
Seq annotation data can be retrieved by clicking on
each gene in this view.

Additionally, we also provide a very detailed Help page
to explain the website, and a Statistics page to allow users
to quickly grab the data summary and navigate to impor-
tant dataset (e.g. link to the most confident Acr-Aca operon
or certain taxonomy groups). The Download page provides
the flat files that are organized as different folders, as com-
pressed archives, Fasta sequence files, or TSV text files, and
can be batch downloaded conveniently. The links to our
AcrFinder web server, PaCRISPR server, AcRanker server,
and other related bioinformatics resources are also pro-
vided.

CONCLUSIONS

AcrDB provides a collection of computationally predicted
Acr-Aca operons that are present in >7000 RefSeq genomes
of prokaryotes and their viruses. Among three existing
databases (anti-CRISPRDB (19), CRISPRminer (20) and
AcrCatalog (21)), anti-CRISPRDB and CRISPRminer col-
lect experimentally characterized Acr proteins and their
BLAST homologs, equivalent to AcrDB’s very small Acr
homolog dataset (Table 2). AcrCatalog is more similar to
AcrDB, as both focus on computationally predicted data.

However, AcrDB differs from AcrCatalog in the fol-
lowing aspects, which can be considered as advantages of
AcrDB: (i) AcrDB offers a more user-friendly web inter-
face with various browsing, viewing in graphical represen-
tations, searching, and downloading options, while AcrCat-
alog does not provide any of these functions except for
tabular browsing (http://acrcatalog.pythonanywhere.com/
catalog/); (ii) AcrDB contains a much larger data (37 289
Acr-Aca operons [total 99 648 proteins and 56 851 unique
IDs] with Aca homologs, and 2477 Acr-Aca operons [to-
tal 4359 proteins and 1567 unique IDs] with Acr homologs)
than AcrCatalog (16 919 Acr proteins of 2500 Acr families
(21)); (iii) AcrDB features the genomic context of Acr and
Aca homologs, while AcrCatalog focuses on clustering Acr
proteins into sequence similarity-based families; and (iv)
AcrDB collects data with three independent tools each hav-
ing a unique data mining algorithm (AcrFinder: guilt-by-
association, STS, and gene neighborhood-based pipeline;
AcRanker: amino acid k-mer composition-based XGBoost
classifier; PaCRISPR: evolutionary conservation in a form
of Acr sequence alignment-based SVM classifier), while
AcrCatalog uses a random forest (RF) classifier capturing
eight Acr sequence features. The idea of using multiple tools
for cross validation and performance improvement has been
commonly used in genomic data science, and future devel-
opment of AcrDB will consider further incorporate Acr-
Catalog standalone package and other new tools in our data
collection pipeline.

To conclude, AcrDB focuses on providing user-friendly
access to computationally predicted Acr-Aca operons
rather than experimentally characterized Acrs and ho-
mologs. All the three tools used for AcrDB data collection
have been extensively evaluated in terms of their prediction
performances in our recent papers (22–25). Various types
of computational evidence are provided in a tabular view,
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e.g. Acr homology, Aca homology, AcRanker rank and
score, PaCRISPR score, neighboring prophage genes and
presence/absence of STSs in the genome. Graphical repre-
sentation is also developed to view identified Acr-Aca oper-
ons, CRISPR–Cas loci, STS and their targets in the genome
presented as a circle or as individual zoomed-in gene clus-
ters. All pre-computed data are available through a batch
download page, including AcrFinder GBA, Acr homology,
AcRanker, PaCRISPR, and CRISPR–Cas results.

FUTURE WORK

As acknowledged in our recent paper (23), AcrFinder has
two limitations: (i) it requires Acrs be in the gene neighbor-
hood of HTH-containing Acas, which will miss Acr pro-
teins that do not need Aca regulators; and (ii) it requires
Acrs be in prokaryotic genomes with complete CRISPR–
Cas systems, which will fail to identify anti-CRISPRs in
genomes with decayed/incomplete CRISPR–Cas systems
or without CRISPR–Cas systems at all (possible accord-
ing to (25)). Although we have purposely imposed these re-
quirements in AcrFinder algorithm in order to reduce false
positives, clearly these limitations will lead to false negatives
and have been inherited by the current version of AcrDB.
Both AcRanker and PaCRISPR have no such limitations;
however, PaCRISPR is not designed for genome-scale Acr
discovery due to its time-consuming PSSM building step,
and AcRanker’s scores/ranks are not a good indicator of
prediction confidence. For future development, we will con-
tinue to improve these programs by considering more Acr
sequence features (e.g. protein 3D structure, protein charge
and isoelectric point), and explore new machine learning-
based algorithms that will address limitations of current
programs.

We plan to update AcrDB annually with newly character-
ized Acr and Aca proteins as well as our improved compu-
tational tools (AcrFinder, AcRanker, PaCRISPR and oth-
ers). We will also include more genomes (not only complete
but also draft genomes) and metagenomes in the discovery
of Acr-Aca operons. AcrDB will complement existing anti-
CRISPR databases (Table 1), provide the largest collection
of genome-wide Acr-Aca operons, and facilitate the experi-
mental characterization of new Acr proteins and the devel-
opment of safer CRISPR–Cas genome editing technologies.
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